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Figure 1: PyroSeek in Unity

1 Introduction

PyroSeek is an augmented reality (AR) game implemented with
Vuforia [Vuf ] and Unity [Uni ]. The main character is Valve’s
Team Fortress 2 (TF2) Pyro [Val ; TF2 ] who is on the hunt for
all the ”Lollichops,” a melee weapon in game shaped as a lollipop.
It is also a nod to a game mode in Team Fortress 2 called, ”Prop
Hunt” in which a team consisting of mostly pyros are searching for
players, usually scouts, on the other team that have been randomly
assigned a common TF2 prop and are hiding.

The idea was to have an intuitive method for navigating the charac-
ter around an open map that would hopefully complement the AR
aspect. Then a camera switch to first-person in order to actually
seek out the lollichops as they are hidden from the AR camera.

I chose AR as it has been a technology that I feel has been underuti-
lized and unappreciated as most prefer virtual reality over it. It has
always been something I have been interested in, especially after
owning a Nintendo 3DS and having played, ”Spirit Camera,” one
of the few games that have fully utilized 3DS’s AR capabilities [Nin
; Spi ].

Contrary to my initial thought, the challenge was not getting Vu-
foria to work. Rather, it was Unity itself, along side with a com-
pressed schedule and weakness in animating.

2 Method

2.1 It’s Due When?!?

Unfortunately, the deadline did sneak up on me. To combat this
issue, I chose to use existing assets. Obviously these assets were
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from Valve’s Team Fortress 2 game.

A rigged and textured Pyro model exists within Source SDK’s [Sou
] folder if you have downloaded the program, which I happen to
have.

Tools such as Crafty, GCFScape, and VTFLib, all part of Nem’s
Tools collection [Nem ], were used to pull more assets from my
paid copy of TF2. These assets, such as the objects found on the
map, were originally compiled as Valve Pack (VPK) files, and came
textured. Please note, these models should not be distributed indi-
vidually.

However, this project is purely non-profit and educational, and I
have no intention of releasing the materials that I used for the
project.

2.2 Maya for Animations and Scenery

With the rigged Pyro in my hands, I opted to attempt a skip cycle
based off of the Pyro’s short skipping scene in Valve’s, ”Meet the
Pyro” video.

This was done in Maya, along with the very basic animations for
the Lollichop and the Balloonicorn (seen floating near the Pyro’s
left shoulder).

I had a difficult time with animating, so I referenced the timing
for a skip cycle using The Animator’s Survivel Kit [2009]. Unfor-
tunately, I didn’t see anything on turning, which really killed my
skip-turn animation. I ended up having to trash it as it moved too
fast and too much for actual use in navigation.

Surprisingly, but maybe unfortunately, my lack of scaling when I
put together the objects in the open-map, left it kind of difficult to
see the animations in full detail, especially in the None AR mode



as the camera is a fixed overhead one.

2.3 Vuforia for AR

Figure 2: Target image used for PyroSeek.

Vuforia is not the biggest plugin, but what is there is quite robust
and fairly well documented. It was simple to create a new project
with the plugin and create custom image targets.

The AR camera was an existing prefab, along with the ImageTarget
object.

The only downside for opting to use Vuforia is the lack of support
outside of mobile builds. This led me to create 2 projects - one with
no AR and one with AR. In order to handle the media change, my
scripts had to provide a keyboard alternative alongside any virtual
menus I created for the application.

The game can be run using AR in Unity’s play mode, so long as the
Pyro Controller’s ”Keyboard Control” is checked in the pyroChar
game object.

2.4 Unity Woes

Considering the rig was pre-built, I had no problems importing
the rig from Maya. What I did have a problem with was Unity’s
Mecanim. On top of the not-so great turning-skip motion, Unity’s
Mecanim did not recognize the animations as in-place animations.
Therefore, even though I had an animator, it would not apply root
motion without unamanageable and unexplainable transformations.

Therefore I had to write a script to control the root motion, which
proved to be very difficult. It is not easy to code rotation of the
body, trigerring the proper animations from the blend trees, and
then moving everything.

2.5 Pathfinding Never Finding Paths

Originally, the navigation was to be a raycasted touch from the
screen, and then using a pathfinding plugin for Unity called A*,
to navigate the character to the nearest controller [Granberg ].

Well, A* never found a path, and in conjuction with the errors with
Mecanim - at the time unknown to me, this lead me to forego the
idea and use the simulation joystick from Penelope tutorial cite-
PenelopeTut.

Figure 3: Overhead view of the map layout being used.

The simulated joystick is found in the bottom left hand of the GUI
in AR mode. In None AR mode, this does not exist as W, A, S, D
are used as inputs.

2.6 Two Camera Approach

Having the Lollichops appear in the AR camera, along with using
the touch-raycast, or mouse button-raycast (in None AR mode), ap-
proach to trigger the ”Found” animation (and eventually destroying
the object) would be too easy. There would be no need for any
navigation then.

Therefore I came up with have a two-camera approach: overhead
and first person. This also ties back to TF2. When TF2’s, ”Meet
The Pyro” was realased, a wearable item called ”Pyrovision Gog-
gles” were also introduced. Wearing the goggles in game allowed
the user to see the world as the Pyro would see it. So, in the bottom
right hand of the GUI, there is an icon with the pyrovision goggles.
This would then trigger the first person camera (or overhead camera
if in first person camera), where the user can actually see where the
Lollichops were hidden. Then they can touch the screen to ”find”
the Lollichops.

Figure 4: Sample of what the third person view looks like with AR.

If in None AR mode, this icon should not appear as ”Space” triggers
the change between first person and third person overhead.

The simulated joystick (or W, A, S, D in None AR mode) is then
used to move the first person camera around. The angle of move-
ment is limited, to help keep it a bit challenging.

Switching between cameras and masking out objects were accom-
plished by using Unity’s layers.



Figure 5: Sample of the first person view. Note the visible Lollichop
that wasn’t in the previous image.

2.7 Balancing It All Out

To counteract the poor and complex layers of controls, I did make
”finding” the Lollichops incredibly easy. When a mouse button or
touch is raycasted towards an object, I only check for objects in the
”FPSCamOnly” layer. This mean that, regardless of there being an
actual object in front of the user’s point of view, the ray cast will
still return true so long as an object in that layer was eventually hit.

This prevents the user from suffering too much from the navigation
controls, which could negatively impact their experience.

3 Results and Discussion

The game runs pretty smoothly in Unity’s play editor using the AR
Camera and keyboard controls. It does run a little bit slower on
Android, however, I believe it’s worth seeing the world in AR. Or
at least the character, as I included a scene with just the Pyro (”1”
with Keybord Controls and Menu Key with Android). It is very
different playing it in AR versus None AR. However, the keyboard
controls definitely do make the character control a lot more bearable
than the simulated joystick control.

Once in first person, the controls are simple and finding Lollichops
is not at all difficult. Even less when you are the ony that hid them.

I do not believe the skip animation is at all that bad. I feel as if
it’s one of the better animation cycles that I have done, just unfor-
tunately the turn cycle did not turn out so well. Also unfortunate
that Mecanim did not agree with my animations therefore I could
not use it to its potential.

In the end, it is a game that uses AR, which was my proposal.

Figure 6: Pyro without the surrounding game objects in AR.

4 Future Work and Conclusions

Pathfinding. Pathfinding is the absolutely best way for navigation
in AR, if you ask me. To be able to point and then interpolatie the
closest, smoothest path is far more superior than a simulated joy-
stick. However, there are things to consider such as how to handle
multiple inputs. I believe the plugin I was using would have ignored
any new paths until it finished with its current path. I do not think
that’s the best way as it should interpolate to the new target point
from its current point. Instead of the plugin, I could have attempted
to try and work this out with Unity’s NavMesh, which is the other
option.

Also, randomization of the Lollichop locations would be a nice ad-
dition. This could have been implemented by having an array of
possible hiding places and populating the array with actual game
objects at random.

A better map would have been better as well. Knowing how much
to scale and how much it would end up looking once on the target
should have been on my mind, instead of putting together a scene
that ended up being too big.

In terms of AR, I would want to do something less puzzle and more
interactive artificial intelligence. I feel interaction with an AI would
be best suited for AR, if not, simple board games like Chess would
be better. Or, just like Spirit Camera, a ghost hunting game.

In conclusion, despite the game’s drawbacks, I am pretty happy
with the outcome. There were a lot of obstacles, and I genuinely
did the best I could given the time I had.

Figure 7: Another view from third person, AR enabled.
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